Tailoring Proteins to Re-Evolve Nature: A Short Review.
Proteins are key biomolecules for most biological processes, their function is related to their conformation that is also dictated by their sequence of amino acids. Through evolution, nature has produced an immense variety of enzymatic tools of high efficiency and selectivity, and thanks to the understanding of the molecular basis of life and the technological advances, scientists have learned to introduce mutations and select mutant enzymes, to optimize and control their molecular fitness characteristics mainly for industrial, medical and environmental applications. The relationship between protein structure and enzymatic functionality is essential, and there are various experimental and instrumental techniques for unravelling the molecular changes, activities and specificities. Protein engineering applies computational tools, in hand with experimental tools for mutations, like directed evolution and rational design, along with screening methods to obtain protein variations with the desired properties under a short time frame. With innovations in technology, it is possible to fine tune properties in proteins and reach new frontiers in their applications. The present review will briefly discuss these points and methods, with a glimpse on their strengths and pitfalls, while giving an overview of the versatility of synthetic proteins and their huge potential for biotechnological and biomedical fields.